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More General Form

Prisoner’s dilemma is any game
58 3 Competition and Coordination: Normal form games

C D

C a, a b, c

D c, b d, d

Figure 3.3 Any c > a > d > b define an instance of Prisoner’s Dilemma.

To fully understand the role of the payoff numbers we would need to enter into
a discussion ofutility theory. Here, let us just mention that for most purposes, theutility theory
analysis of any game is unchanged if the payoff numbers undergo anypositive affinepositive affine

transformation transformation; this simply means that each payoffx is replaced by a payoffax + b,
wherea is a fixed positive real number andb is a fixed real number.

There are some restricted classes of normal-form games that deserve special men-
tion. The first is the class ofcommon-payoff games. These are games in which, for
every action profile, all players have the same payoff.

Definition 3.2.2 A common payoff game, orteam game, is a game in which for allcommon-payoff
game

team game

action profilesa ∈ A1 × · · · × An and any pair of agentsi, j, it is the case that
ui(a) = uj(a).

Common-payoff games are also calledpure coordination games, since in such gamespure-
coordination
game

the agents have no conflicting interests; their sole challenge is to coordinate on an
action that is maximally beneficial to all.

Because of their special nature, we often represent common value games with an
abbreviated form of the matrix in which we list only one payoff in each of the cells.

As an example, imagine two drivers driving towards each other in a country without
traffic rules, and who must independently decide whether to drive on the left or on the
right. If the players choose the same side (left or right) they have some high utility, and
otherwise they have a low utility. The game matrix is shown in Figure 3.4.

Left Right

Left 1 0

Right 0 1

Figure 3.4 Coordinationgame.

At the other end of the spectrum from pure coordination games liezero-sum games,zero-sum game
which (bearing in mind the comment we made earlier about positive affine transforma-
tions) are more properly calledconstant-sum games. Unlike common-payoff games,constant-sum

games
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with c > a > d > b.
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Games of Pure Competition

Players have exactly opposed interests
• There must be precisely two players (otherwise they can’t have

exactly opposed interests)

• For all action profiles a ∈ A, u1(a) + u2(a) = c for some
constant c
• Special case: zero sum

• Thus, we only need to store a utility function for one player
• in a sense, we only have to think about one player’s interests
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Matching Pennies

One player wants to match; the other wants to mismatch.

58 3 Introduction to Noncooperative Game Theory: Games in Normal Form

Definition 3.2.3 (Constant-sum game)A two-player normal-form game isconstant-
sumif there exists a constantc such that for each strategy profilea ∈ A1 × A2 it
is the case thatu1(a) + u2(a) = c.

For convenience, when we talk of constant-sum games going forward we will
always assume thatc = 0, that is, that we have a zero-sum game. If common-
payoff games represent situations of pure coordination, zero-sum games represent
situations of pure competition; one player’s gain must come at the expense of the
other player. This property requires that there be exactly two agents. Indeed, if
you allow more agents, any game can be turned into a zero-sum game by adding
a dummy player whose actions do not impact the payoffs to the other agents, and
whose own payoffs are chosen to make the payoffs in each outcome sum to zero.

A classical example of a zero-sum game is the game ofMatching Pennies. In thisMatching
Pennies game game, each of the two players has a penny and independently chooses to display

either heads or tails. The two players then compare their pennies. If they are the
same then player 1 pockets both, and otherwise player 2 pockets them. The payoff
matrix is shown in Figure 3.6.

Heads Tails

Heads 1,−1 −1, 1

Tails −1, 1 1,−1

Figure 3.6: Matching Pennies game.

The popular children’s game of Rock, Paper, Scissors, also known as Rocham-
beau, provides a three-strategy generalization of the matching-pennies game. The
payoff matrix of this zero-sum game is shown in Figure 3.7. In this game, each of
the two players can choose either rock, paper, or scissors. If both players choose
the same action, there is no winner and the utilities are zero. Otherwise, each of the
actions wins over one of the other actions and loses to the other remaining action.

Battle of the Sexes

In general, games can include elements of both coordination and competition. Pris-
oner’s Dilemma does, although in a rather paradoxical way. Here is another well-
known game that includes both elements. In this game, calledBattle of the Sexes, aBattle of the

Sexes game husband and wife wish to go to the movies, and they can select among two movies:
“Lethal Weapon (LW)” and “Wondrous Love (WL).” They much prefer to go to-
gether rather than to separate movies, but while the wife (player 1) prefers LW, the
husband (player 2) prefers WL. The payoff matrix is shown in Figure 3.8. We will
return to this game shortly.

Uncorrected manuscript ofMultiagent Systems, published by Cambridge University Press
Revision 1.1 © Shoham & Leyton-Brown, 2009, 2010.
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Rock-Paper-Scissors

Generalized matching pennies.
3.2 Games in normal form 59

Rock Paper Scissors

Rock 0, 0 −1, 1 1,−1

Paper 1,−1 0, 0 −1, 1

Scissors −1, 1 1,−1 0, 0

Figure 3.7: Rock, Paper, Scissors game.

Wife

Husband

LW WL

LW 2, 1 0, 0

WL 0, 0 1, 2

Figure 3.8: Battle of the Sexes game.

3.2.4 Strategies in normal-form games

We have so far defined the actions available to each player in a game, but not yet
his set ofstrategiesor his available choices. Certainly one kind of strategy is to
select a single action and play it. We call such a strategy apure strategy, and wepure strategy
will use the notation we have already developed for actions to represent it. We call
a choice of pure strategy for each agent apure-strategy profile.pure-strategy

profile Players could also follow another, less obvious type of strategy: randomizing
over the set of available actions according to some probability distribution. Such
a strategy is called a mixed strategy. Although it may not be immediately obvious
why a player should introduce randomness into his choice of action, in fact in
a multiagent setting the role of mixed strategies is critical. We define a mixed
strategy for a normal-form game as follows.

Definition 3.2.4 (Mixed strategy) Let (N,A, u) be a normal-form game, and for
any setX let Π(X) be the set of all probability distributions overX. Then the set
of mixed strategiesfor playeri is Si = Π(Ai).mixed strategy

Definition 3.2.5 (Mixed-strategy profile) The set ofmixed-strategy profilesis sim-mixed-strategy
profile ply the Cartesian product of the individual mixed-strategy sets,S1 × · · · × Sn.

Free for on-screen use; please do not distribute. You can get another free copy
of this PDF or order the book athttp://www.masfoundations.org.

...Believe it or not, there’s an annual international competition!
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Games of Cooperation

Players have exactly the same interests.
• no conflict: all players want the same things
• ∀a ∈ A, ∀i, j, ui(a) = uj(a)

• we often write such games with a single payoff per cell
• why are such games “noncooperative”?
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Coordination Game

Which side of the road should you drive on?

3.2 Games in normal form 57

Incidentally, the name “Prisoner’s Dilemma” for this famous game-theoretic sit-
uation derives from the original story accompanying the numbers. The players of
the game are two prisoners suspected of a crime rather than two network users. The
prisoners are taken to separate interrogation rooms, and each can either “confess”
to the crime or “deny” it (or, alternatively, “cooperate” or “defect”). If the payoff
are all nonpositive, their absolute values can be interpreted as the length of jail term
each of prisoner gets in each scenario.

Common-payoff games

There are some restricted classes of normal-form games that deserve special men-
tion. The first is the class ofcommon-payoff games. These are games in which, for
every action profile, all players have the same payoff.

Definition 3.2.2 (Common-payoff game)A common-payoff gameis a game incommon-payoff
game which for all action profilesa ∈ A1 × · · · × An and any pair of agentsi, j, it is

the case thatui(a) = uj(a).

Common-payoff games are also calledpure coordination gamesor team games.pure
coordination
game

team games

In such games the agents have no conflicting interests; their sole challenge is to
coordinate on an action that is maximally beneficial to all.

As an example, imagine two drivers driving towards each other in a country
having no traffic rules, and who must independently decide whether to drive on the
left or on the right. If the drivers choose the same side (left or right) they have
some high utility, and otherwise they have a low utility. The game matrix is shown
in Figure 3.5.

Left Right

Left 1, 1 0, 0

Right 0, 0 1, 1

Figure 3.5: Coordination game.

Zero-sum games

At the other end of the spectrum from pure coordination games liezero-sum games,zero-sum game
which (bearing in mind the comment we made earlier about positive affine trans-
formations) are more properly calledconstant-sum games.Unlike common-payoffconstant-sum

game games, constant-sum games are meaningful primarily in the context of two-player
(though not necessarily two-strategy) games.

Free for on-screen use; please do not distribute. You can get another free copy
of this PDF or order the book athttp://www.masfoundations.org.
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General Games: Battle of the Sexes

The most interesting games combine elements of cooperation and
competition.

60 3 Competition and Coordination: Normal form games

Rock Paper Scissors

Rock 0 −1 1

Paper 1 0 −1

Scissors −1 1 0

Figure 3.6 Rock,Paper, Scissors game. 

 B         F

B 2, 1 0, 0

F 0, 0 1, 2

Figure 3.7 Battleof the Sexes game.

3.2.2 Strategies in normal-form games

We have so far defined the actions available to each player in a game, but not yet his
set ofstrategies, or his available choices. Certainly one kind of strategy is to select
a single action and play it; we call such a strategy apure strategy, and we will usepure strategy
the notation we have already developed for actions to represent it. There is, however,
another, less obvious type of strategy; a player can choose to randomize over the set of
available actions according to some probability distribution; such a strategy is called
a mixed strategy. Although it may not be immediately obvious why a player shouldmixed strategy
introduce randomness into his choice of action, in fact in a multi-agent setting the role
of mixed strategies is critical. We will return to this when we discuss solution concepts
for games in the next section.

We define a mixed strategy for a normal form game as follows.

Definition 3.2.4 Let (N, (A1, . . . , An), O, µ, u) be a normal form game, and for any
setX let Π(X) be the set of all probability distributions overX. Then the set ofmixed
strategiesfor player i is Si = Π(Ai). The set ofmixed strategy profilesis simply themixed strategy

profiles Cartesian product of the individual mixed strategy sets,S1 × · · · × Sn.

By si(ai) we denote the probability that an actionai will be played under mixed
strategysi. The subset of actions that are assigned positive probability by the mixed
strategysi is called thesupportof si.

Definition 3.2.5 Thesupportof a mixed strategysi for a player i is the set of pure
strategies{ai|si(ai) > 0}.

c©Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2006
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